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ABSTRACT
The present work deals with the dissociation of hadrons and heavy ions at

high energies. In investigating hadron nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions,
it is imrportant to classify the experimental data into two main classes; the
coherent and incoherent reactions. The coherent production is the main of
our study.

This process called electromagnetic dissociation (ED) and can be differ-
entiate into coulomb dissociation (CD) and diffraction dissociation (DD).
This work explains the experimental data of collisions of hadrons K* (70
GeV/c) and 71-(340 GeV/c) and heavy ions 6Li, 7Li, J2C and16O at Dubna
energies (3-4.5 A GeV/c)with emulsion target, in the frame of some models
and theories which describe the mechanism of ED dissociation.

KEYWORDS : High Energy, Dissociation, Heavy ion, liadron.

1 THE DISSOCIATION OF HADRONS :

The coherent induction resulting from the interaction of the incident
hadrou with nuclear licld of the target nucleus called diffraction dissociation
an where the interaction with the coulomb field leads to the so-called coulomb
dissociation1. The coherent interactions leading to pion production was dis-
cussed by many authors2"0. A theoretical analysis of these typos has been
reported by Man>.(•;<<*, Drell1", Mal.hews a.nd A.Sa.la.mo" And Zhizh.iu and
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Yu.P.Nikitin12. Bomporad et al.i:! concluded that kinematics of the coherent
production process (insure; that the three produced pious remains within the
range of strong interaction along their path througji the nucleus.

The characteristics of the selected events (interactions) in emulsion are
characterized by numbers of relativistic charge particles (fast) Ns, grey parti-

. cles N,, (intermediate energy), black particles (slow) N;, and heavily ionizing
particles (low energy) N/,(N/l=N,,+ N/,). The coherent events satisfy the fol-
lowing criteria:

a) Since the target nucleus should not break-up, there should be no short
heavily ionizing trades i.e N/t=().

b) No singhvelectioti tracks (pairs are allowed if they could be Dalite
pairs).

c) Since in coherent events there is no charge exchange, the total multi-
plicity must be odd.

d) Since the four-momentum transfer "t" is small in coherent production,
the multiplicitymust be small.

e) Elastic events as well as knock on and direct electron pair productions
are excluded14'15.

3.1 £,• Sin Oi analysis and pseudorapidity distribution.

Oi analysis:
The parameter X)i=i #i, representing the degree of collimation of the sec-

ondaries, is roughly proportional to q/ the longitudinal-momentum transfer
to the target nuclwcys (̂ .; is the anglo of emission of the i"1 particle in the
laboratory system ).

The coulomb dissociation is more prominent when the charge of the target
nucleus is very high. So the main contribution to the coherent cross-section
is due; to the collisions with (Ag, Br) for which the longitudinal - momentum
transfer (̂ •••."{() MeV/c. Thus the expected coulomb dissociation take place
when ELiHmtf,: < 0.22 .

On the other hand, the diffraction dissociation is expected to talw place
with scnii-Lnmspnrnil. nulei (CNO). In this ca.se (q( nmx— (i() MeV/c) ;uul
hence the geometrical condition for such events is J2i=i sin 6i <0.43.

We are found 65 (N4 = 3) events in case of ir~ (340 GeV/c) nucleus
interaction (nut oMflKi scanned events) having XT'Li sin 0,- < 0.43 .

I'"or K ' and K (70 (ieV/c) emulsion interaction '.?:! and l(i events (out
of 528 and 511 events) were found respectively having yj; • sinfl, < 0.43.
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F1GURES1A-C represent the £?_i sin 0* distribution for these events. FlG-
URE2 represents the 5Z?=i sin#j (iistribution of the coherent events produced
from interactions of different hadrons at nearly the same incident momentum(60-
70 GeV/c). The distributions are collimated at small values of £?_ , sin #, for
all the different hadrons.

The angular distribution of fast, particles is presented in terms of the
pseudo-rapidity variable:

i] — —In tg(f), where 0 in the laboratory space angle of rdativistic par-
ticles.

Fic:ui!lcs3A-c sliow the pseudo-rapidity distribution for showers produced
in coherent events (N.s = 3) of 340 GoV/c TT , 70 GeV/c K+ and 70 GeV/c K~
-nucleon interactions. Tliese 77 spectra are shifted towards the high-rapidity
region, that is the projectile fragmentation region. This indicates that the
multiparticle production in coherent events is mainly due to projectile frag-
mentation.

Also, many authors15"20 illustrated Ns distributions for clean events (N^
=0) for different incident particles and energies. The observation reflects
an enhancement of the coherent cross-section in case of n meson and could
be expected due to the difference in the rest masses of proton and pion.
Whereas these N., distributions for different incidents particles at nearly the
same incident momentum indicated to the same effect of enhancement at N5

= 3 events in all incident hadrons.

1.2 Tho a:/irnuthal angular distribution:

The azirnuthal angle * can be determined from ^=s in - 1

where a is the dip angle and 8 is the space angle of emission.
In this analysis, a sample of n~ nucleon, K+ nucleon and K"~-nucleon

interactions (different topologies of N«) were taken. The azimuthal angular
distribution was constructed using the method of consecutive angles1. In case
of azimuthal isotropy, the probability distribution of $ for n-prong events is
given by:

'I'lie observed distribution together wil.li random-ones-obtained- from the;
above expression for events having different number of prongs (non-coheivut
events) are shown in FIGURES4A-C for 7r~-nucleon (340 GeV/c), K+-nucleon
(70 GcV/c) and K~-riucl(!ori (70 GcV/e) interactions with emulsion nuclei.
'They cannot detect a. deviation from, the azimutha.l isotropy .FlOURlis5A-O
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illustrate the azimuthal angular distributions for the coherent events with Ns

== 3 for TT-(34O G«V/c.), K1 (70 GeV/c) and K" (70 GoV/c).
The shapes hero arc quite different from those of the random ones. These

characteristic shapes suggest thai; these interactions consists of two types
of events one causes the deviation from isotropy and the other giving the
isotropic part, of the'distribution. The events, which cause the anisotropic:
part, are due to I.IK; diffraction mechanism.

2 THE DISSOCIATION OF HEAVY ION

The diffraction dissociation (DD) of incident heavy ion is the dislocation
of this particle due to collision with the surface of nuclear target at higher
degree of peripherality at impact parameter of collision, bmjT1 .equal to the
summation of both nuclear projectile and target radius, whereas the dissoci-
ation due to coulomb field only is occurred at impact parameter b>bm t n and
called coulmb dissociation (CD).

To distinguish between the (DD) and (CD) events, the expected char-
acteristics of (ED) events as the detailed mentioned in ref's.1,2 must be
considered. Generally these (ED) events are characterized by (N;t=0) events
which means that no slow emitted particles and no lepton pair produced or
/?-decay. If the incident particle in a reaction is composite, it may bre?.k
up by the coulomb (CD) or, nuclear field of the target without capture of
the fragments (DD), and with or without excitation of the target. These
relal.ivisl;ic heavy ions may be dislocated by the coulomb field of the target
nucleus, the basic diagram for coulomb break-up20' nas in FiGUREG is the
same as that for electordisintegration but the cross-section is enhanced by a
factor Z2- (Zr = charge number for the target nucleus).

For a heavy target, 1.1m coiilinb dissocail.ion process c.-i!> make ;i .significant
contribution to the inelastic cross-section. A convenient w;i,v to consider I his
olTw.i. is using the method of virtual quanta developed by Wdzackcr and by"
Williams22. This method considers that the incident nucleus has a classi-
cal uniform motion a.t a transverse distance b from the target mueleus T.
if b<Rp.-l-R.7' (Rp,It7')the nuciear radius of the projectile and target respec-
tively), the probability of an inelnstic strong collision is nearly one.

In the rest frame of the incident nucleus, the coulomb field of the target
nucleus appears as a packet of quasi real photons, with the same motion as
the target. The photon flux per unit frequency is approximately given by:

rf:'n _
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, for rob<().77 arid is cut-off at. zab-=j (we set h=c=l)
when integrated over 1), the spectrum becomes :

%11 If (akwia) (2a)

,where a is the fine structure constant = 1/137, 7 = JjF (target frame)

If the photon flux seen by the incident nucleus is assumed to be uniform
all over its surfac.: (i.e. for large; target nucleus relative to the incident beam)
the contribution to the inelastic cross section can then be expressed as :

(Tivci = fu dn(iv)ay(u) (3)

Where rr7 is the photodesintegration cross-section for incident nucleus
(measured by .sending photons of known energy into the projectile ;-.s a tar-
get and determining whether they were' absorbed with the products). The
particular shape of the spectrum (2) will enhance the low energy contribution
in (3). This is precisely where <r7 has a. pcn.k, due to the giant resonance.
In this numerical application, the giant resonance will in fact give the main
contribution to rrinri .

2.1 The Data Analysis.

In our interest which focuses on the fragmentation of the projectile nucleus
cither by peripheral collision or by dissociation through .the Coulomb field
of a target nucleus. Our colleague in ref.23 concentrate his study on these
specific reaction channels which are produced from the interactions of °Li,7Li
and ]2C with emulsion a.t diibna. energies.

The passage of a. high-energy projectile charge tJirough a nuclear tar-
get field provides: an enhanced electromagnetic pulse of short duration due
to the Ijorenl.1/. Contraction. Such pulse can be sufficiently energetic to
excite I'iunl. resonances in the nucleus, or to create lepton pairs (like e
o+ pairs) or poms24'25. The long range of the electromagnetic interaction
leads to large cross-sections, which can be easily verified experimentally.
Many experimeiilaliKts2'1'21* have given evidences for the existence; of electro-
magnetic multiple proc<iss<is.(liM))cross-sections have; been measured in some
experiments'1*1'110 :;;| and compared with the calculated ones'2'1'2r)':i0~:)r> from a
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virtual-photon spectrum obtained using the Weizs?;.cker-Williams(WW)rnodcl
22,33,3̂  gjmp]y} the model assumes that there is a flux of photons around the
nucleus. The photon energy spectrum is computed classically25'36"38 and
treated by quantum-mechanical calculations distinguished by multipolarities

. of photon spectri'm.
Since the main object is to study the dissociation process either by more

peripheral nuclear collision or by pure Coulomb dissociation, it is important
to differentiate between their characteristic and try to distinguish each of
them separately Irani the experimental observations. The expected spectral
characteristics of (ED) events are generally classified as follows24:

1) No low-energy particle produced (N^ = 0 events),i.e. no target evap-
oration.

2) The sum of produced fragment charges (Z/) is equal to the incident
projectile charge (Zp,.), i.e.(Zp,. = £ Z / ) .

3) No lepton pair produced or jS-decay.
4) No recoil proton or nucleus.
5) Strong collirnation of the fragments in the forward hemisphere direction

in which the 9pj. is determined by the approximate ivl.nion dl.ji <P/-/P, ,
where P; is the incident momentum and P/.- is the Fermi momentum, (tie
values of P/,' getting from ref.38. This gives 0P./. < 3.0° in our case at Dubna
energy.

The details of the selection criteria for these (ED) events are given in
ref.24. By applying these stringent selection criteria, on our experimental
(lal.fi. of 12C-Em interactions at -1.5A GeV/c, we got about 6% from the total
inelastic events resulting from the dissociation process which are due to both
Coulomb and diffraction effects on incideu(.12C at Dubna, energy. This ratio
is about 10% forI(iO projectile in emulsion at 200A GeV'CERN energy24.

TABLE 1 gives the number of all the analysed inelastic collisions for each
beam. The N/i - 0 events include diffraction dissociation events occurring
on the nuclear target surface as well as Coulomb dissociation events. An
event-by-event analysis was carried out to select (ED) events from all (N>,
—• 0) events. The (ED) events can further be divided into two groups, one
of then: due to the Coulomb field effect and the other due to the diffraction
on target surface. This could be separated experimentally by dividing the
restricted angle of the emitted fragment (9p_j. < 3.0°) into two ranges. This
description lias been born out. by the ob.serva.tion. This has been performed
by counting the number of (I0D). events which are not associated with pious.
The fragments emitted in the narrower angular range 0p./, « (0-1.0°) are
classified as due to the effect of the Coulomb field whereas those in the
relative wider angles (up to 3.0") result from the effect of diffraction on the
outer surfa.ee of target nucleus. It is clear that these (ED) events (due to both
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Coulomb and diffraction dissociation) increase with the energy and charge
of the incident beam. The dissociation ratio of 12C into three clusters of a-
particlcs at 4.5A CcV/c is nearly three times the splitting 16O (200A GeV)
into A-a particles. OIK; of the reasons for this may be due to the difference
in the: duration time {t = (Rp + R t)/7c}25 for passing the projectile inside
the Coulomb field of the target nucleus.

The above procedure has also been applied for (Nh — 0) events of 7Li-Em
interaction at. 3.0 A GeV/c in order to determine the two easily identified
fragments of Z -~ 1 and Z -- 2. TIWJSO selected events are;compared with
other collected dal.aa'I':ti) A2. Tin; difference in the (ED) events ratios in case
of incident (iLi &. 7Li may be interpreted as due to loosely bound structure
of (>Li which processes a size larger than that of 7Li and hence easier to
dissociate when incident on the same target nucleus with the same incident
energy,see TABLE2 '

On the other hand, the values of Lorenta factor 7's and the maximum
photon energy E™ni (hcry/b,,^ ) for the Ag target nucleus'strDubnaenergies
and at higher energies* are calculated as indicated in TABLE2, corisiderinj!,
I>,,im '~ 1̂< HV It is round that at lower energies (3.0 and 4.5 GeV/c, the 7
values arc 3.2 and 4.8) a.nd the corresponding E™01^ values range from 72 to
100 MeV for carbon and lithium projectiles, whereas these values increase at
ultrarolativi.sf.ic energies approaching (7—215) and E™ax =4:64 GoV/c and
'A.\)\ GeV for oxygen and sulfur beams at. 200 A GeV, respectively. It could
bo concluded that-at lower incident energies (3.0-4.2 A GoV/e ) the max-
imum photon oner ',y of the Ag target, (E""1*) is less than the threshold of
pioni/ation, whereus in case of the incident l0O(f30 A GeV) it is equal to
or slightly larger than the threshold of A-resonanccs (1232 MeV). However,
at incident 200 A (>eV "'(), il. could produce A-resonances whicii are subse-
quently dissociated into protons and pious accompanied the separated events
dim to diHVa.cl.ion dissociation whicii clarify the difference between the two
mechanisms of dissociation in t.his technique.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In the'last few years, tlio authors in ref.43 searched for the coherent dis-
sociation of rd.al.ivi.sl.ic. oxygen nuclei into four.a-parUdcs at momentum 4.5
A GeV/c. Tho reactions of this type are characterized by a significantly
lower decay temperature than the conventional multifragmentation of resid-
ual projectile nuclei .The- momentum spectra and correlation of or-particles
am not produced by l.ho simple statistical mod«l of direct fragmentation. Also
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the possibility that the oxygen nucleus undergoing fragmentation acquires a
nonzero angular momentum in the collision process is discussed.

The authors (our colleague) in ref.44 studied the dissociation of incident
ieO-projectiles beside the break-up of 12Cand 7Li at momentum (3.0-4.5 A
GeV/c) in the frame of Weizsacker-Williams theory36. They analyzed all
the possible fragmentation modes and compared with that of the same 16O
projectile but at higher energy (200 A GeV). The coherent dissociation of
ieO —> 4a, are inclusively presented. The interactions rhnraelcrizod by all
relal.ivisl.ic secondary particles produced in a narrow o>nt i..nva:-.l direction
(i.e. N/i =0 events) and the events due to both coulomb arid diffraction
dissociation have been selected and analyzed as a function of impact para-
meter. Also, the dependence of electromagnetic dissociation cross-section on
incident energy and on both projectile and target are performed. TABLE3
clarify the difference between the coulomb and diffraction, dissociation for
16O at different energies. . •'

TABLE4 represents the different modes of carbon and oxygen break-up at
4.5 A GeV/c inside the emulsion target (mainly due to the electromagnetic
field of Aa target nucleus component). Their fractions are listed in this ta-
ble. The relative majority of events lies in the channels of producing lHe and
2He respectively. T'lis reveals qualitatively that the relative production rates
of a-particles in th) projectile fragmentation processes are consistent with
that values at diffei cnt projectiles and energies45. The largest yield of (ED)
events occurred in (ase of emission of one He-fragment associated with com-
plete disintegration of the projectile. This result shows that with decreasing
lie-multiplicity, 1.1K: surface excitation energy of the projectile spectator in-
creases. Also, the r< suits confirm the same conclusions from the distributions
of He fragments produced from nuclear events46, which implies the limiting
fragmentation behavior of the He-multiplicity distribution.

TAFJLI5S2,5 represent the topologies and the electromagnetic dissociation
cross-section of these interactions, it is clear that electromagnetic dissociation
cross-sections are dependent on incident energy and charge.

Vidovic and Greiner et al,47 have been studied the impact parameter
dependence of the electromagnetic particle production in ultrarelativistic
heavy-ion collisions and directly deduce the equivalent photon method 36>'18

from quantum electrodynamics (QED). The simplicity of the photon method
of Williams and Weizsacker (WW):"'enabled scientists to use it in a wid'j
scale25 A iniodel49wliich depend}! on (WW) method3" is proposed for the dis-
sociation of relativistic nuclei in the coulomb field of heavier nuclei which are
easily excited or dissociated by a target nucleus.

In ref.55 the decay channels of 28Si projectile dissociation to 1P+27A1,
1n+27Si and 2d+26Mg using (WW) approximation with the experimental
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data on the photonuclear cross-sections were examined. It was found that
thorn is no evidence for two photon excitation of 28 Si nucleus. Whereas
the. authors of ref.50 found a. large values of ncifron '•ross-i:<'r-|,ions of the
electromagnetic dissociation of 197Au targets by inciilnii '"'Ne (1.7 A GeV/c)
and 8GK, 197Au, WB\ beams with 1 A GeV/c. They explained this obser-
vation by dominant contribution from two-photon giant dipole excitation
and interpreted the large cross-section due to Zt dependence, since the i wo
photon excitation will behave as 7Jr while the one photon excitation shows
Z'f behavior (or 7J,:H behavior fo- heavy target nucleus) as carried out by the
authors or ref.51.

Their results confirm the dependence of electromagnetic dissociation cross-
section on both incident charge and energy. The measured (ED) cross-section
has the same trend as the calculated one based on (WW) method and it was
increased by inc. .'easing projectile charge and energy.

For the light projectiles, it was found that the largest yield of (ED) events
occurred in the < aso of one He-fragment associated with complete disintegra-
tion of the projectile. This shows that with decreasing He-fragment multi-
plicity, the surface excitation energy of the projectile spectator increases.

The calculations by (WW) method with the data of counter experiments
can be used to examine the decay channels of projectile dissociation by the
excitation of pro jectile micleus, whereas another experiments can interpreted
the (ED) of target nucleus by dominant contribution from two photon giant
dipole excitation.

The larger yield of 6Li-projectile dissociation than that for incident 7Li-
may be due to the smaller binding energy per nucleon of ''Li-nucleus.

Our msults of I2C 2:i and " '0 ^ are strongly support as Lhere is no pious
associated with pure (ED) events. The pions accompanied the separated
events due to diffraction dissociation is clear from the data in ref's.23 (our
colleague). TAIil.K.'i confirm this technique of differentiation between (DD)
and (CD). It could be concluded that this technique can be used only at inci-
dent energy smaller that 10 A GeV/c for incident light nuclei (as mentioned
in sec. 3).

In spite of heterogeneity of emulsion target, it can be used to measure
the (ED) cross-section.

On the other hand, some studies52"56 of dissociation in case of hadron-
harlron and hadron-nucleuK interactions are discussed. The hadron diffraction
in IIJMII'OM liaxlmn interactions^" are studied in 1,1K; frame; of I.IK; poiiKTon
structure (triple pomcron approximation).

Whereas in hadron-nucleus interactions53, the stronger in nuclear shad-
owing in the total cross-section the higher is the multiplicity o'f secondary
luuIrons. This conclusion fm.s il.s origin in nuclear enhancement of the co-
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licirwil. (DD) of photons whicli affects iinil(.ipt*ocliic:t.ic>ti in I.he shadowing re-
gion mid docs no), contribute; in the: non-sliadowing region. Also, Capelln el.
al.5<! givo a good description of the data from DESY HERA for the diffrac-
tive events and readied to an indication that the pomeron, unlike ordinary
liadron, is a mostly gluonic object. Prom this analysis we conclude that the
dissociation of hadrons and heavy ions are commonly in the main concept
bul. completely different, in the mechanism of dissociation as shown before.

This object still need further study and kinematics for getting exact for-
mulas and i-estrictions to separate the different types of dissociation for both
hndroii and heavy ion particle.
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FIGURES' CAPTIONS :

FlCUJREl :

A ) ^ _ J sin^j distribution for 65 coherent events produced from the inter-
action of 340 GeV/c 7r~-mesons with emulation nuclei.

rj)D?=i s ' n^t distribution for 23 coherent events produced from the inter-
action of 70 GeV/c K+-ineson with emulsion nuclei.

c)53i*=i s"» ̂ * Distribution for 1G colierent events produced from the in-
teraction of 70 GeV/c K~-mesons with emulsion nuclei.

FK;URB2 :

^i=i sin&i distribution for coherent events produced from the interactions
of different hadrons at nearly the same incident momentum.

F!GUiuc3 :
The pseudorapidity distribution for the interaction of different hadrons

with emulsion nucleons and for coherent events : ( coherent events(N,=3),
incoherent events)

A) for7r-(340GeV/c).
B) for K+(70 GeV/c).
c)K"( 70 GtiV/c).
FIGURE 4:

The azimuthal angular distribution of white sl.rrs (N/t=0) produced from
the interaction of different hadrons with emulsion nuclei :

A) TT-340 GeV/c .
B) .K+70 GeV/c .
<:) K- 70 Gv.V/v. .
Full line : N(^ )d(^) = (77 -1)(1- tp/2 )n~2 dt^/27r .
FIGURE 5:

The ayjiniithal angular distribution for colierent ovents (Ns-3) produced
from the interaction of different hadrons with emulsion nuclei :

A) TI-340 GeV/c .
u) K+70 GoV/c: .
(.:) K 70 GeV/c .
l^ill line : N(M>)d(*)=(7/ -1)(1- * /2 )n~2 d$/27r .
FiatJRR 6:
A)C(iiiloinl) Dissocial-ioii (CD).
li)Coulomb Dissociation &. Difraction Dissociation (CD&DD) .
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TABLES' CAPTIONS :
TAM,E 1:
The (N/t = 0) events and the selected one due to both Coulomb and

(infraction dissociation in 12C-Em at 4.5A GeV/c and 1<50-Em at 200 A GeV.
Their separation is deduced from the experimental data.

TABLE 2:

Topologies of ('Li,7Li, 12C and UiO -Em. Interactions at Dubna energies
compared with I6()-Em. At higher energies.

TAUhE 3:
The (A^ — 0) events and t.ho .selected one due to both. Coulomb and

diffraction dissociation in"160-Em. at 4.5A GeV/c and 160-Em at 200 A
GeV. Their separation is deduced from the experimental data.

TABLE 4:
The mode of fragmentation channels of 16O projectile at both energies

4.5 and 200 A GeV/c.

The nuclear mean free path's and inelastic cross-sections compared with
the corresponding ED.Mean free path and (TE.D. for different projectiles at
various energies.
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TABLES :

The projectile and energy 1 2C (4.5A GeV/c)
No. of events %

Total analyzed events
N/,=0 events (peripheral coli.+ .
Coul. And diff. Diss. + Simulated ED)
ED events (coulomb diss. +diff. Diss)
Pure ED event (coulomb diss.)
Diff. diss. On target (associated with poins)
The dissociation into ^-fragments only.
Diffractive dissociation into
ra-fragments
References

1000
98

60
21
39
8
2
3a+low-energy
23

—
9.8±1.0

6.0 ±0.77
2.1± 0.45
3.90± 0.6
0.80 ±0.3
0.22± 0.15

The projectile and energy 1 6O (200A GeV)
No. of events %

Total analyzed events 920 —
Nh=0 events (peripheral coll.+ 112 12.00±1.13
Coul. And diff. Diss. + Simulated ED)
ICD events (coulomb diss. ! diff. Diss) 92 10.00±1.00
Pure ED event (coulomb diss.) — —
Diff. diss. On target (associated with poins) — —
The dissociation into or-fragments only. 3 0.3()±0.0C
Diffractivc dissociation into 2 in all scanned 0.07±0.05
^-fragments 2934 events
References 24,31
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Type of projectile and energy (A GeV) °Li(4.5) 7Li (3.00) V2C (4.5)
Total no. of events
Nh—Q events
Fraction %
R.D. events
l-Vad.ion %
Nuclear radius

968 970 1000
147
15.2± 1.25

136
14.02 ±1.2

98
9.8 ±1.0

(McV)
U.E./N(MoV)

70
7.2 ±0.86
2.55 fm
32.09
5.35

45
4,64 ±0.7
2.42 •

39.25
5.61

60
G.()± 0.77
2.46 fra
92
7.7

Lorent.y, f;u:tor(7 )
fpinax (McV)

Duration time rd
through Ag target
Reference

Type of projectile and energy (A GeV)
Total no. of events
Nfc=U events
Fraction %
E.D. events
Fraction %
Nuclear radius
Binding Energy (MciV)
B.E./N(McV)'

4.51
99.4
0.66x

. 10~18sec.

3.22
72.0
0.93 x
10~18sec

4.51
100.5
0.66x
10-18ser.

44,23 our work 23 our work 23 our \ rl<

16O (4.5)
708
98
13.98± 1.4
81
11.43± 1.27
2.73 fm
128
8.0

i a O (60)
528

31
5.87± 1.05
2.73 fm
128
8

I 6 O (200)
920
112
12.00 ±1.1
92
10.00 ±1.0)
2.73 fin
128
8

Lorontz fac.tor(7 )
pniiw (Mc.V)

Duration timo rd
through Ag target
Reference

• 4.51
98.1
0.68x
10-18sec.

. 44 our work

64.41
1392.3
0.50 x
10-19sec.
42

214.71
4641.1
0.14x
10"12sec.
24
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TAHL1S3:

The projectile and energy

Total analyzed events
(Nh=0) events(periph. coll.4
coul.&diff.disso.+simulated
Pure ED ov(mt(couJ. Diss.)
Diff. diss. on (.argot,
(assiciated with pions)
The dissipation into
rv-fragmenl.K only
Diffractive diss. into
cv-fragment
Reference

16O (4.5 A <SeV/c)
No. of events %
708
98

45
30

2
0 -> 4a
2
4a +slow
44

—
13.98 ±1.4

6.35± 0.94
5.08± 0.85

0.28 ±0.19

0.28 ±0.19

16O(200 A GeV)
No.
920
112

—

3

2 in
2934
24

of events %
—
12.0Q± M

—

0.3.± 0.06
'4a
all scanned 0.07 ±0.0i
events

TABLE4:

Fragmentation
mode of 16O

Fraction of fragment Channel
10 O (4.5 A GeV %) i0O (200 A GeV %)

N + H
C + 2H
C + He
B + He + H
B + 3H
Be ..
Li .. [
4He
3Ho + 2H
2He + 4H :
He + 6H
Reference

42.2± 6.2
1.8 ±1.3
5.5 ±2.2
1.8 ±1.3
2.8± 1.6
4.6± 2.1
2.8± 1.6
1.8 ±1.3
5.5± 2.2
1.8± 1.3

. 0.9± 0.9
44 our work

56.0± 4.0
,14.0± 2.0
10.0± 2.0
3.6± 1.0
0.8± 0.5
5.5± 1.2
2.5± 0.8
0.8± 0.5
4.4± 1.1
3.3± 1.0
0.8± 0.5
24
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TA1JL135:

Type of projectile and energy 7Li3 3.0 A GeV 12C64.5A GeV
A>w(cm) 15.2± 0.50 14.4± 0.33
Afi.o. (cm) 351.3i 0.50 236.±0 28.2
a int (mb) 1740.5± 20.0 1837.2± 20.0
a is.n. (mb) 50.50± 0.6 75.11± 0.5
Reference 23 our work 23 our work

Type of projectile and energy lbO8 4.5 A GeV 1SO8 200A GeV
() 12.18±0.33 12.0± 0.20

X,.J.IX (cm) ' 106.45± 10.68 9G.0±5.0
a , n l ( m b ) 2070.0± 140.0 2620.0± 50.0
a E-,D. (mb) 91.2.± 0.9 198.96± 11.3
Reference 44 our work 24
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March 31, 2002

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Re-
born

The unique cultural role of the Bibliotheca focuses on
four themes:
• To be a window for the world on Egypt,
• To be a window for Egypt on the world,
• To be an ultra-modern digital library,
• To be a center for education and dialogue.

"Egypt is resolved to go ahead with reviving the
Library of Alexandria out of its belief in the effective role
it can play in enhancing understanding among world
peoples and realizing global peace.

This can be achieved through cultural exchange,
meeting of scientists and enhancing cultural development
on the land of Egypt, the cradle of civilizations".

This is Egypt's cultural perspective as expressed by
President Mubarak. In short, he described the Library as
a window for new human knowledge, typically indicative
of Egypt's heritage of civilization and culture as well as
its role as a bridge for cultural interaction between three
continents of the world.

The rebirth of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina, as the
beacon of arts, literature and applied sciences, is the most
significant scientific event in the early 21st century. It is
indeed a fresh addition highlighting the international
dimension of Egypt's role in contemporary cultural life.

Early Beginnings

Bibliotheca Alexandrina dates back to 300 BC, when
Ptolemy I, successor of Alexander the Great assigned his
advisor Dimitrius Valerius, himself a disciple of Aristotle,
to establish a meeting place for the most eminent minds of
the time who gather in the temple of the muses or the
Museum.

The Library was completed in 290 BC during the era of
Ptolemy II within the royal Ptolemic quarters, the same
site where the new Library was built (now called as-



Silsila).

It expanded to include all the knowledge in the ancient
world. Under the aegis of Dimitrius, it contained 200,000
manuscripts and under Ptolemy II, a chip of the old
block, more papyrus scrolls were brought from Rhodes
and Athens.

According to Calimachus, then a member of the
Bibliotheca board in charge of cataloging, the Library
contained 400,000 papyrus scrolls.

At the time when Julius Caesar was in Alexandria (47
BC) the number rose to some 700,000 scrolls. Many more
buildings were added to the Library compound of which
the most famous were the museum and the library by the
waterfront and the daughter library in the Temple of
Serapis (the Serapeum).

Thus, Bibliotheca Alexandrina became the world's
largest library and a beacon of knowledge that out-famed
Athens' schools and libraries.

College of Geniuses

Scientific activity had flourished in Alexandria, thanks to
its library research center that attracted many men of
letters intellectuals and scientists.

In literature, Theocritus, the crown poet of Ptolemy II,
was the pioneer of romantic and bucolic poetry in the 3rd
century BC.

In philosophy, Villon wrote a nine-volume book called
Mechanics. In humanities, Strapus wrote a 17-volumes
book on geography containing valuable historical and
geographical information on the ancient world and the
philosophy of geography.

Later, geographer Ptolemy introduced a new
mathematical/astronomical approach to geography, thus
paving the way to modern geography. Dionysus founded
the science of linguistics and Satirus was the most famed
historian of his time.

In science, Euclides wrote a pioneering 13-volume book
on the elements of geometry that remained the main
reference for geometry students since the Hellenistic age



until quite recently.

Archimedes, the greatest mathematician of the ancient
world lived and studied in Alexandria. His book on
equilibrium on plane surfaces is seen as the first thesis on
mechanics.

In the Third Century BC, Heracleus made pioneering
research on the anatomy of the nerve system, kidney,
genitalia and brain. He was known as the founder of
anatomy.

Demise of the Old Library

The old Library was destroyed not by the conquering
Arabs, as some stories would have us to believe. It was
destroyed much earlier through a protracted decline
punctuated with fires and destruction over four and half
centuries.

1 - The first fire came about during the Alexandrian
War, when Julius Caesar burnt the Egyptian fleet in 48
B.C. and the fire inadvertently spread to the library
buildings near the docks.

During the upheavals of the Roman Empire in the third
century of our era, Alexandria suffered many upheavals
and suppressions which led to the city being invaded by
Roman armies several times and the whole royal district
where the old Library and Museum were located was
destroyed.

Alexandrian scholarships moved to the daughter
library in the temple of Serapis (the Serapeum) in the
southwest corner of the city.

That too succumbed to destruction in a wave of anti-
pagan actions and the rest of the Library was burnt in the
Serapeum in 391 A.D. Hypathia (the Mathematician) and
the daughter of the Library's last recorded scholar was
brutally murdered by the mob in 415 AD bringing a final
stop to the seven centuries of Alexandrian scholarship.
That was 230 years before Amr Ibn El Aas entered Egypt
at the head of the first Arab Muslim army.

Though 1600 years have elapsed since the age of the
Ancient Library of Alexandria came to an end, all
scholars and scientists still acknowledge their debt to that



remarkable institution and look with admiration on the
role played by the Ancient Library as a center for
dialogue and tolerance as well as science and learning.

Re-creating the Library

The idea of reviving the Bibliotheca Alexandrina
sparked off in the University of Alexandria in 1974.

To that end, the university allocated the land, and
established the Conference Center in a distinguished site
near El-Silsilah. H.E. President Mubarak adopted the
project nationally, and Dr. Fathi Serour, the Minister of
Education at that time assumed the responsibility of
calling for this international project along with the
UNESCO.

The General Organization for Alexandria Library
(GOAL) was then founded with a Presidential Decree in
the year 1988, and affiliated to the Ministry of Education
under the supervision of Dr. Hussein Kamel Bahaa El-
Din.

Dr. Moufid Shehab then followed up the project, when
he took over the Ministry of Higher Education. Dr.
Shehab played a key role in preparing the new legislation
and administrative regulations for the library. UNESCO
Director- General participated in supporting the project
with an appeal in 1987.

Unique Architectural Design

Under the supervision of the Paris-based International
Federation of Architects, Egypt arranged an international
architectural competition where more than 1366 design
firms from 77 countries participated.

Snoheta of Norway won the first prize for the best
design. Snoheta made a joint venture with Hamza
Associates who carried out the engineering designs. The
unique and innovative design makes the Library one of
the most magnificent modern buildings all over the world.

The building is shaped as a solar disk gradually
slanting backward to allow sea view from all parts of the
building. It is also a smart building where colors are



ingeniously used. Each level of luminance penetrating
through the tinted glass roof shows time without the
reader having to look at his wristwatch.

The sun-disk-shaped building rises from a depth of 15.8
meters underground to a height of 37 meters above
ground, slanting at 8.22 degrees. The reading halls cover
12,500 sq. meters, including a 1520 sq.metre audio-visual
library and 691 sq.metre musical library.

The building is equipped with the most advanced and
efficient fire fighting system that allows isolating any part
that may be affected, thus preventing fire from spreading.

Egyptian Involvement

According to Dr. Mamdouh Hamza, whose consulting
firm "Hamza Associates" carried out the engineering
designs for the project, stresses that designs are 16
percent Egyptian, construction works 86 percent
Egyptian and construction supervision works more than
70 percent Egyptian.

Bibliotheca Alexandrina, a Corporate Body

Law No. 1/2001 approved by the People's Assembly
stipulated that the Bibliotheca Alexandrina is a corporate
body directly affiliated to the President of the Republic,
with its Headquarters in Alexandria.

Bibliotheca Alexandrina is an Egyptian cultural edifice
and a beacon for thought, culture and sciences. It
encompasses the masterpieces of human ancient and
modern civilizations in all languages.

Article Two of the Law defines the components of
Bibliotheca Alexandrina, which are the library,
planetarium and conference center.

It comprises also international IT institute,
documentation and research center, science museum,
calligraphy institute, manuscript museum, and center for
maintaining rare books and documents.

Moreover, the President of the Republic may order the



establishment or addition of other scientific and cultural
centers.

Bibliotheca Alexandrina is carrying out all activities
and taking all procedures to realize its message. To this
end, it may take the following actions:

1- Acquire studies, books, periodicals, manuscripts,
and papyrus documents ... etc. related to Egyptian
civilization and world's scientific, intellectual and cultural
heritage.

2- Collect manuscripts originals or copies that reflect
intellectual achievements of both Arab and Islamic
Worlds.

3- Collect biographies and human intellectual,
scientific, political and religious achievements.

4- Conduct studies related to historical, geographical,
cultural and religious origins of the Mediterranean Basin
and Middle East in general and Alexandria in particular.

Director of Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Dr. Ismail Serag
Ed-Deen stressed that while the Bibliotheca would be a
general knowledge library, its administration will focus
on the cultures of the Mediterranean basin, Arab region
and South Sahara.

"We shall also work to make of Bibliotheca
Alexandrina a pioneering center either in collecting books
or practicing activities in specific fields such as scientific
research ethics and new technological applications and
persisting issues. Accordingly, I believe that in only a
decade, Bibliotheca Alexandrina would be an
international library," elaborated Dr. Serag Ed-Deen.

A Variety of libraries

Bibliotheca Alexandrina comprises a library for youth
between 10 and 18 years, a printing press, an audio-visual
library with huge number of scientific and cultural
research tapes, a library for blind people, a business
center, a music library and a library for rare and
historical documents.



Experience Exchange Protocols

Experience exchange protocols have been signed with
many world libraries and remote learning centers in
advanced countries such as France and UK, with major
libraries such as the Congress Library and peer
Canadian and Italian ones. Through information
technology, researchers may have access to world
libraries and the most advanced scientific and cultural
production.

Donations

A big number of Egyptian intellectuals were ready to
donate valuable collections of books and manuscripts to
the Library. Donations from all over the world, until late
2001, hit 119,000 books, 50 manuscripts and 100 antique
coins.

In early September 2001, the Library held a ceremony
in honor of donors of personal collections.

Egyptian donations

The Bibliotheca received a lot of Egyptian
donations from prominent figures and families as
follows:

• Dr. Ahmed Abu Zeid, a leading anthropologist,
donated his personal library of 3,000 books and
complete volumes of "Alam EI-Fikr" Magazine, of
which he was editor-in-chief for many years.

• Mrs. Zeinab Al Qotb donated her late father's
library that comprises 2,635 books in various fields
of knowledge and arts. This collection is considered
one of the richest private collections in Egypt.

• Professor of Philosophy at Alexandria
University, Dr. Habib Iskandar El-Sharouni,
donated his personal library that includes rare
books dating back to the 19th century, besides
masterpieces of Arab thought and Islamic



philosophy books.

• Mrs. Zeinab Fathi Hussein, donated a
collection owned by uncle, prominent Alexandrian
intellectual Radmis El-Laqqani, including
Description de I'Egypte, old pictures of Alexandria
and other rare books that amounted to some 3,200
books.

• The book collection from the library of late
celebrated papyrus researcher Dr. Mustafa El-
Abbadi, is distinguished with its papyrus and
selected collection of masterpiece ancient Egyptian,
Greek and Roman civilization books.

• Dr. Maha Burham donated the 1,100-book
collection of her late father, Dr. Abdul Aziz
Burham, professor of Arabic and Oriental
languages including rare editions such as history of
the Bible in French.

• Dr. Abdul Fattah Mansour donated some 1,100
old books.

• Philosophy professor, Dr. Fathallah Kholeif,
donated some 439 books.

• Ambassador Fathi Draz donated the 945-book
collection of his late father Abdullah Draz.

• Engineer Mohamed Mohssin Gemaei donated
his late father's collection of 554 books on history
of sciences and sources of Arab legacy.

• Dean of the Faculty of Sciences, Alexandria
University, Dr. Mahmoud Ahmed El-Sherbini
donated a precious library of 897 books and
scientific theses and encyclopedias.

• Family of late great thinker Mohamed Hussein
Haykal donated his private library that comprises
more than 1,000 books including masterpieces of
Arabic culture.

• Family of late Dr. Abdul Hamid Badawi



donated his 295-book collection, including
masterpieces of Arab heritage.

• Mr. Mohamed Yousry el-Sherif donated his
library that comprises 736 books in all walks of
knowledge and arts.

• Lawyer Mohamed el-Bardisi donated a
collection of 133 books.

• Dr. Mustafa Mahmoud donated a precious
manuscript of al-Mathnawi by the great Sufi poet
Galal Eddin ar-Romi dating back to 896 Hijira,
besides a rare edition of the Holy Quran in
Russian.

• Dr. Henri Amin Awad, a dermatologist and one
of the greatest collectors of rare books and items
collectors, donated his collection including
priceless antique coins, stationery items from the
Victorian Age, political religious statement of Al
Mahdi of Sudan together with hundreds of rare
books.

Still more donations are expected.
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